A consequence of migrating the existing Internet architecture to an all-optical one is that the network will consist o f a mixture of equipment, ranging from electrical routers to all,optical packet switches. Hence, future networks will consist ofmultiple do-., mains employing different technologies: The MPLS concept is : attractive because it can work as a unifying control structure : . ' 
Introduction
I n the old days, the vision was 1 0 create one single technology for multi service networks. This was one of the drivers behind developing and deplo)ing AThl. Howwer. the technologies being dcveloped today are of a different nature. It is no longer likcly with a network bascd on one single technology. simply hecause the vast amount of equipment in e.g., thc glohal Internet irides instant upgrtddreplaccnieiit impossible. hligration to future technologies w i l l be sccn as islands popping up and this gradual upgrade creates hcterogencous networks consisting of a number of different technologies. Currently, for instnncc. optical technologies arc being inmduccd into the networks, but clectricaI routers/suitche~ are still prcsenl. Thus, the networks of thc future w i l l be niulti tcchnolagy, mulu service networks as sketched in Figure I . Add to that the requirements of traffic engineering capabilities and you will end up with 3 very coiriplex network
Figure I : A multi-domain network comprising different rechnologies
This has had an impact on the smcture of modem networks, but also this has created a requirement for special adaptation devices that are able to propagate traffic between network domains running different technologies and for a common control plane structure able to inify all these technologies and create a useful network. A closc r look at the adaptation deviceqcan be found in [Chr2001]. In this paper the emphasis i s on the control part of the network. 
MPLS badd concepts
This qection intri duca thc MPLS nrtworking concept suitable for electrical pac Let snitching. The use o i the MPLS concept with all-optical r 3work nodes i s considered and n novel scheme and the GMPLS :oncept is presented its solutions to tha faced problems.
Basic proper ies of MPLS
MPLS IRos2001 11 is a neiworking concept that i s based mainly on a shift of all c implex functionality to the cdge of the network, lraving only rim rle operation for the core network and hence cnabling fast and efficient opcr2tion The control plane (thst takes ewe of e.g. routing) and switching (packer forwarding) are completely decol plcd, which yields the aJv~ntagcous properly that they can he i husen independently. This is the main rcason why we i n this p, per can consider routing and structural issues without treating I .g.. packet forwarding explicitly. MP1.S is designed as a piire :verything over evcrything'concept. hence its name. I n reality, iowever. its predominant use and the majority of standardizatio I work arc focused on carrying IP traffic with MPLS, which i s h e to thc importance of l h e ubiquitous Internet. Figure. 3, for a nctwork comprising two edge nodes and three core nodes. Each node is initially assigned a unique so-called key.
In
Output port = func(labe1, key) Figure 3 ; Concept of the k y idmriflcarion approach. The label, created at rhe edge node. is used together wtrlz a morhemorical funclion to idenrib rhe ourputporr in eoch core MPLS node.
I t is desired to route the packet through the core nodes represented with key I and key 2. This i s achieved by creating a label at the ingress node, and by using this label and the node specific keys each core node calculates the outgoing port by a function on the label and the key. The mathematical function i s based on the Chinese Remninder Theorem [Cormen] . which states that-with some restrictionsit is possible to define two independent arrays of integers of same length and combine those to a single scalar, which we will use as the label. Then, by a simple modulo function on the label (the scalar) and an integer from the first array, the result i s the value fmm the other array. Hence, by defining the first a m y as the keys for the nodes along the path and the second array as the desired output ports for the nodes, then the label is created and at each node the correct output port is simply calculated. The only restriction is that all the keys should he pair-wise relative primes.
As the same label is used at all the nodes, it is not necessary to modify the header along the path. Hence, optical header modification is avoided as the label is only created and removed at the edge LSRs. The scheme differs from "normal" MPLS as the full switching information is carried within the header. This might reduce the scalability of the scheme for very large network sizes, but on the other hand the use header modification and maintenance of an LDP is avoided. .key-MPLS and GMPLS a number of advantages are significant: The,integration is depicted in Figure 4 where the big cloud de,'.:: notes the.MPLS based domain and the smaller clouds are islands "of key-MPLS and GhlPLS sub-domains.
GMPLS
. .~~ A unified control and management structure can he uscd for the full cloud. This enables support of traffic engineering even though different underlying physical layers are used.
Furthermore the advantages for both circuit-and packet switched networks is combined, which is advantageous as it offers: Traffic engineering capabilities, High capacity core Flexible, controllable edge Protocol independence (i.e., e.g. IP interoperability)
Hence GMFLS for circuit switched networks while allowing a management structure similar to standard MPLS.
Modeling and integration
The models in It is paper have been made with OPNET modeler 8.0 and the MPL 5 model suite. The MPLS model has been extended and modi ied in order to create GMPLS and key-ID network elements.
Modeling Gh IPLS
Real GMPLS ne works are highly complex and may cover devices such as oplical wavelength switches and SONET network 
OPNET implem mtation
The MPLS mode has been extcndedlmoditied in order to create a GMPLS netwol k element that can he built into MPLS network. This GMPLS mo lek element represents the entire GMPLS network, i.e. a conlp ete topology can he built with this single node. 
More drrails of the implemented model.
In order to minimize the modifications neeJed in the OPNET code, GMI'IS has hren implemented as a separate process within the network nodes. The LDP process has then just heen modified to detect whcther this GMPLS process is oresent or not (and hence whether his is a MPLS or GGPLS n&) ...... , . . : :
Topology generation isperformed by. using the Route package in OPNET. The GMPLS implementations allows for either topology import from:a fileor.ge based on a specification size (number of nodes and links). Motlelingne has been studied by a number of researchers [ieg1996] [Fen20001 and it has heen shown that the topologieshave an impact on the network behavior. The topologies generated.are suited to model an optical WDM network, i.e. the capacities of each link is given as a number of wavelengths. The actual capacity (i.e., bit rate) of each wavelength is not modeled explicitly. This is not necessary when path setup is considered as in this study.
The setup state tries to find a route through the network. One path requires one available wavelength from source to destination node. An attempt is made to find the shortest possible path though the network. This minimizes the overall capacity consumption of the oath and moreover (id the network is build from optical cross-connects) maximizes the signal quality. If the network possesses insufficient resources, the setup request is rejected.
Release request causes all resources associated with a given path to be released and they thus become available for future call setup requests. In case no route exists the call is'blocked, i.e., there is always a chance of a connection s'e&p.request being rejected. Figure 9 shows the rejection probability (rejected call I setup requests) for this network. Obviously the calculated probability gets more and more accurate with increasing number of calls. As can be seen, after 20 minutes, initial transients have gone. Hence to obtain a useful value for the call rejection probability at least 20 minutes should be simulated.
Simulation results
The path length varies depending on traffic load and network topology. The length (in number of hops) of the route impacts the OSNR of the signal. Hence for some OXC technologies, there can be an additional constraint (in addition to handwidth requirements) on the path length. Figure 12 shows that for this particular network the path length varies from 2 to 7 hops. If the size of the, i&two&& varied the results are as shown below ( m e a r i n h t zr6f pitiis or LSPs, rejected calls and path length). 1n'the:sii riulations, networks with between 10 and 30 nodes were gene sted. .All simulations are bases on approximately 500 calk :tups (per network size). Each graph is based on 55 simulation,;. Figure 10 shows how the average number of simultaneous paths (UPS) in the net:.work depends on the network size. As the number of calls is the same for all scenarios, these results are directly comparable to th': rejection probability shown below ( figure 14) . Clearly, lower re ection probability implies more LSPs. The GMPLS model has been iniegrated with the OPNET MPLS models. Figure 12 shows a scenario where GMPLS is used is the core of a MPLS network. MPLS setup request are propagated to all involved nodes by the LDP protocol. The GMPLS model responds to these setup request by setting up a path. GMPLS path setups are reported in the OPNET simulation log. Hence an end-to-end path can cross as well MPLS and GMPLS domains in the network. In a typical scenario, where GMPLS is used in the core, the path will thus be MPLS-GMPLS/key -MPLS-MPLS.
Modeling the Key MPLS scheme
The scalability of the scheme is evaluated through simulation of randomly connected networks of various sizes.
The result is shown in Figure 13 , where the average and the maximum values represent typical and worst-case values, respectively. It is shown that a label length of about 2 bytes is sufficient to support network sizes of up to 10 all-optical network nodes. Larger networks will generally require longer paths, which are infeasible without optical regeneration. Clearly the length increases with networks size, but interestingly enough the length is appropriate for optical networks and does not severely impact the use of network resources. 
Conclusion
GMPLS is becoming more and more widely used as a control plane in optical circuit switched networks. Combining GMPLS with MPLS (which in itself can seamlessly integrate a number of packet switched technologies, regardless of protocol) yields an interesting network architecture, which is rather future proof.
In this paper a model of such mixed MPLS, GMPLS network has been presented. Path setup through MPLS and GMPLS has been demonstrated and impact of network size on e.g. call rejection probability has been measured. Furthermore simulation on a novel packet forwarding scheme for optical MPLS networks and s i m u l a t i o n results are presented that shows the f e a s i b i l i t y of this scheme.
